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Finds on your Doorstep – 10,000 years of life in Broughton - finds recorded on the 

Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin Foreman, 

Finds Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire. 

 
 

The Mesolithic period (10,000 – 4000 BC) 11 records 

 
Mesolithic flints have been found in and around Broughton by well-informed residents and walkers. They 

represent different stages of prehistoric flint-working. The sub-pyramidal cores were left behind after the 

removal of flakes or long thin bladelets; the latter were to be combined to form composite barbed or serrated 

implements. Debitage was other flint-working waste, while simple one-piece tools permitted the focused 

exertion of manual force. 

Broughton was elevated above the marshy Ancholme Valley, and may have been a base for hunting trips 

into these wetlands. Flint probably came from the Wolds, where it naturally occurs as veins in the chalk. 
 

Hunter-gatherers of the Mesolithic are likened to American Indian and other recent indigenous peoples who 

achieved harmony with their natural environment. And were then exterminated by better-armed incomers. 

 

              
         Mesolithic flint cores                          Waste from flint-working        One-piece blade and fragment 
       FAKL-EDFFF2           FAKL-D35A3E    FAKL-8A2F4            FAKL-5761EC        FAKL-74A1AA                              FAKL-7B8A6E      FAKL-3CC930 

 

 

The Neolithic period (4000 – 2350 BC) 11 records 

 
Neolithic flint-working is recognised by the careful selection of unflawed flint and the skilful execution of 

its working. Flint-workers departed from the making of composite implements to produce a broader range of 

robust one-piece tools and weapons. These were often hafted or mounted on shafts, so woodworking crafts 

are also implied by these finds. 

The working of flint may have become a prestigious craft whose practitioners served the Big Men of a clan. 

Some Neolithic objects seem almost too finely finished to use for the purposes their forms may commend. A 

flint axe comes from a loop of the Moor Beck, a watery location which may have been significant.  
 

The distinction between cores and debitage of the Mesolithic and the Early Neolithic may be subjective: 

both periods had flint as their most durable raw material, and both bestowed effort on its fine working. 

 

             
             Working waste: late Mesolithic or Early Neolithic?        Neolithic core, later reused, & scraper 
      NLM-BFFDE3        NLM-9008C4                 NLM-FA2654       NLM-BD0E32                           FAKL-57A911                  NLM-BFF124 

 

Late Neolithic flint-workers achieved extremes of fine execution along with a contrasting economy of effort 

for other items. The most finely worked objects are paralleled by finds from East Yorkshire’s early barrows. 
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Polished flint adze or axe     Finely worked point          Plano-convex knife              Simple arrowhead 
              NLM-0DBF37                                       NLM-019ABC                                            NLM-F04B8E                                                NLM-50D600 

 

 

The Bronze Age and Iron Age (2350 BC – AD 43) 13 records 
 

The Bronze Age saw flint-working skills which had developed over millennia lost: the resultant pieces 

appear improvised and unlovely. Investment of skill passed to the metalworker, though few Early Bronze 

Age people would ever see a metal object. And if they did, it was perhaps in theatrical settings calculated to 

provoke wonder rather than understanding. 

The development of pottery had seen it used first for the heady beverages enjoyed by their leaders, often 

served in beakers stippled with hallucinatory patterns. But vessels became larger, plainer, functional, and 

above all, more common, as a less glamorous craft was more widely disseminated. 
 

It is difficult to overstate the nastiness of Bronze Age flint-work, which proves that everything does not 

improve with the passage of time. Economy of effort gave way to its investment in other technologies. 

 

            
         FAKL-976CD7                      FAKL-8A03D5                    FAKL-87C3C1               FAKL-A42915                      NLM-FA1112                 NLM-F9EDB5 

                  Middle Bronze Age scrapers                     Utilised flake     Blades from reused Neolithic flints 
 

Pottery vessels descended from ritual to everyday use through the Bronze Age and thereafter. However, the 

yellow metals - gold and bronze – retained their lordly or otherworldly associations throughout the Iron Age. 

 

                  
   FAKL-975F43              NLM-BFAB02                               NLM-8F2E80                  LIN-C4876B                          NLM-A281D3                          CCI-01222 

Early Bronze Age and Late Iron Age potsherds      Brooch fragment     Copper alloy coins, one gilded 

 

 

The Roman period (AD 43 - 410) 43 records 
Roman finds are sought and found close to Ermine Street: two concentrations in Broughton parish lie within 

300 metres of its course, one also including an Iron Age brooch (see above). A smaller outlying group near 

Castlethorpe includes only brooches of unrelated types, an oddly selective composition.  
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Roman pottery may indicate a fourth distinct site of contemporary occupation below Broughton’s 

allotments, a kilometre from the road. If the clusters of finds are considered to mark little hamlets, these lay 

at much the same distance from each other. Such a distribution is typical of settlement in lowland areas of 

Iron Age Britain. 
 

The earliest finds form a compact roadside grouping in Far Wood. This comprised objects dating to the 1st 

and 2nd centuries pointing to a Romanised Iron Age site, and later coins spanning the 2nd to 4th centuries. 

 

      
      Sestertius (138-161)         Radiates of 260-285                   House of Constantine (320-361)   Uncertain 
LIN-DA05C2               LIN-DB44AB             LIN-DB3208             LIN-DA970C    LIN-D6565E            LIN-DAE7BD              LIN-DA443A    LIN-DAAB5D 

 

 
 

The Roman period (AD 43 - 410) continued 

 
Roman finds might point to a pattern of small settlements already established in late Iron Age times. 

However, metalwork includes types of brooch best-known from sites of military association. In two cases 

this link is with the invading army of AD 43 and its northward advance; these groups also include 

Brigantian trumpet brooches from after AD 70, when the Romans crossed the Humber. A third group 

includes a brooch perhaps worn by a 3rd-century soldier. If three out of four sites display this affinity, the 

persistent whiff of the soldier’s apron may be discernible because all lie in a roadside military zone. 
 

Far Wood finds include brooches of types associated with troops of the Roman expedition of AD 43, and 

other objects of the 2nd century, a period when the Army renewed campaigning in northern Britain.  

 

              
  Brooches linked to the Army             Mount                   Trumpet brooch, seal box and hairpin 
LIN-D69EDE                  LIN-C2421F                                        LIN-D757FE                    LIN-D793CF                        LIN-D6EFA1             LIN-D72B4A 

 

Castlethorpe finds may point to settlement, but an odd one. The first two brooch types may be linked to the 

Army, and a silver-gilt trumpet brooch is like those from Yorkshire, including ones made at Castleford. 

 

                                
   Aesica, headstud and trumpet brooches: might this group have been collected by a retired soldier? 
                                     NLM-CED429                                                                NLM-01FF90                                                                   SWYOR-AF7915 

 

Pottery found by gardeners might show the site of a small farm, the typical home to Romano-British country 

folk. It might include a roundhouse or two, a granary and midden, and a boundary or fence to pen cattle.  
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Native pot      Greyware, the common pottery of North Lincolnshire         East Yorks’ & Samian wares 
    NLM-BFB6C2                    NLM-BD2432                                    NLM-BF84A4    NLM-8F74D2     NLM-8F5E27             NLM-F9E274      NLM-BF9032 

 

Potsherds and finds in and south of Broughton may hint at a roadside site, if this is not the distant edge of 

the last considered. P-shaped brooches are common from forts, as part of the dress of the 3rd-century Army. 

 

                                                                  

Brooch, from near High Street      Iron knife fragment                        Different Greyware fabrics 
                  NLM-3621B5                       NLM-305865                                                  FAKL-4F80D1        FAKL-7B5E08           FAKL-4F96E1 
 

 

 
 

The Early Medieval period (410-1066) 16 records 
 

There is little trace of the first Anglo-Saxons at Broughton. Settlement on Ermine Street may have been 

constrained by sub-Roman authorities with a local capital at Lincoln. So long as Lincoln retained strategic 

value, so, too, would the major road leading to it from the Humber.  

Potsherds show where daily life went on, and also where such places were supplied from. The crossing of 

Ermine Street over the Moor Beck attracted Middle Saxon occupation (700-850), and pottery made in 

Lincoln comes from its bed or bank. Other finds point to the reoccupation of a Roman site east of the road.  
 

Anglo-Saxon finds come from near the steelworks – the earliest evidence; from Broughton village; and from 

a former Roman site near the allotments outside Broughton. Most are of the Middle Saxon period (700-850). 

 

                                              
Tiny early sherd     Pottery and dress fitting from the village          Pottery and a reused Roman object 
    FAKL-881968                              FAKL-982831                   LANCUM-6A17C5                                            NLM-A9554C              NLM-8FF1B0 

 

Viking-Age sherds are more common. Pre-Conquest church fabric points to the adoption of Christianity, and 

finds show the two settlements were supplied with pots – and probably much else – by road from Lincoln. 

 

             
Lincoln Pottery from the Beck         Similar sherds reduced to small fragments by later gardening 
      FAKL-EDD9AA                   FAKL-7473AD                                NLM-BD1B93                          NLM-F5EF41     NLM-BFC2E2     NLM-BFCD02 

 

 

Castlethorpe yields a colourful brooch advertising Christianity to Danelaw neighbours. This Roman site had 

either continued in use, or was reoccupied. A boundary ditch around it is dated to the 10th century, and may 

be the barrier dug as the legally required demarcation and defence of an Anglo-Scandinavian lord’s manor. 
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Enamelled brooch from near Castlethorpe       Stirrup mount lost by a rider, from near Raventhorpe 

 

What’s in a name? 

Broughton may refer to a village by a fort or to a town by a stream. The place-name would seem to be apt to 

the location of the Middle Saxon village on the bank of Moor Beck. The stream was at that time more 

important to its naming than the Roman road. 

Castlethorpe combines a prefix sometimes associated with Roman forts - as well as with medieval 

fortifications - with the Scandinavian suffix Thorpe, or outlying settlement. As a defensive manorial ditch 

was dug there in the 10th century, this accurately descriptive term may point to the period at which it 

acquired that status whence its present name derives. 

Raventhorpe, west of Broughton, survives as the name of a farm. Ravens were the companions and 

informants of Odin as well as scavengers over battlefields in Norse poetry, while the Thorpe suffix again 

indicates an outlying or subsidiary settlement. 
 

 
 

The Medieval period (1066-1500) 62 records including 138 objects 
 

Medieval finds are scattered about the parish, and one group may come from the shrunken settlement of 

Raventhorpe, in the shadow of slagheaps from recent iron and steel industries. Others lie close to roads or 

tracks: not only Ermine Street, but also a byway departing from it to run south-eastwards towards Brigg. 

Some come from north of Broughton Grange, a place-name denoting an outlying property of a more 

important ecclesiastical centre, as well as from further along its course. The manor at Castlethorpe retained 

that higher status suggested by its name, and some objects found there may attest to this.  
 

A settlement at Raventhorpe had an evocative name pointing to its Viking-Age origin. Finds indicate a 

prosperous occupation from at least the 12th century, perhaps only declining from later medieval times.  

 

                
  Coins of John suggest Raventhorpe flourished in the 12th century, and saw out the medieval period 
                       NLM-245059                  NLM-5B63E2                 NLM-5B7A93                  NLM-F44C08           NLM-5B02D7 

 

Broughton Grange finds include a seal matrix owned by the Prior of Thornholme (1346-1349), another seal 

which may be foreign, and an unusual pendant. These may imply a clerical presence in later medieval times. 

 

                                                            
Seal of Richard of Gainsborough      Seal matrix with ?tonsured bust       Pendant with mermaid motif 
                          NLM-13F38C                            NLM-4C34E1                                                                    SWYOR-F1C1C8 
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Finds on the road to Castlethorpe or from the site itself include a religious badge featuring literate visual 

puns on holy names, and an heraldic harness decoration. A buckle and jewelled brooch are from Broughton. 

 

                                  
Scots coin             Religious badge           Heraldic harness mount     Spur buckle    Brooch with settings 

    SWYOR-FB0D81                    NLM-1877C4                            NLM-020A40                                                      NLM-6D0548                   NLM-A90514 

 

 

Medieval pottery from Broughton allotments includes North Lincolnshire Sandyware, a local fabric, and 

other sherds of wares from the East Riding of Yorkshire or from the Coal Measures area around Rotherham. 
 

      
    NLM-F5C10A NLM-F9BDEC NLM-BF78A2    NLM-F5D528                             NLM-A94826                                   NLM-BD2E5C  

Abraded pottery from allotments, ordered earlier to later: the central two sherds are from Beverley 


